
Earth's Resources

Super simple rain forest
projects : fun & easy animal
environment activities
by Carolyn Bernhardt
Presents facts about the rain forest

habitat and provides instructions for six rain forest-related
crafts

Conservation
by Andrea Rivera
Describes the Earth's natural resources
and how they can be protected, including
taking showers instead of baths and
creating green rooftops

Protecting our natural
resources : Save the Planet
by Rebecca E. Hirsch
Explains what natural resourses are, how
they are being exploited, and what should
be done to protect them

Why should I recycle?
by Jen Green
Uses color illustrations and simple text to
explore the importance and benefits of
recycling bottles, cans, plastic, clothes,
and paper. Original.

Recycle! : a handbook for
kids
by Gail Gibbons
Explains the process of recycling from
start to finish and discusses what

happens to paper, glass, aluminum cans, and plastic when
they are recycled into new products

Recycle every day!
by Nancy Elizabeth Wallace
When Minna has a school assignment to
make a poster about recycling, her entire
rabbit family spends the week practicing
various kinds of recycling and suggesting

ideas for her poster. Reprint.

Richmond Public Library
101 East Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 646-7223
https://rvalibrary.org/
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